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NEW QUESTION: 1
The development team is complaining that when they try to
select a metadata source in the scratch org wizard, they can
only see Branches. Developers should be able to select any
metadata source.
How you can fix this?
A. Give the developer profile the correct object level
permissions to all metadata sources.
B. Set the Copado DX Mode picklist field to 'Branches' in all
the environments.
C. Set the Copado DX Mode picklist field in the Pipeline record
to 'None'.
D. Set the Copado DX Mode picklist field in the Pipeline record

to 'All Metadata Sources'.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Based on the facts for the given connection, which DCI
technology do you use?
A. dark fiber
B. VPLS
C. OTV
D. EoMPLS
Answer: A
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NEW QUESTION: 4
An enterprise buys a set of Huawei OceanStor 9000 storage
systems. Some of the enterprise's basic software is
stored in a directory, and users can access enjoy/it. In order
to facilitate the operation, users should not enter
the account password, and the basic software directory is set
to NFS enjoy, you should check the share of the
"guest enabled" option.
A. False
B. True
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation

NFS does not have guest users this option.
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